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In folklore, a ghost (sometimes known as an apparition, haunt, phantom, poltergeist, shade, specter or
spectre, spirit, spook, and wraith) is the soul or spirit of a dead person or animal that can appear to the living.
In ghostlore, descriptions of ghosts vary widely from an invisible presence to translucent or barely visible
wispy shapes, to realistic, lifelike visions.
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YÅ«rei () are figures in Japanese folklore, analogous to Western legends of ghosts.The name consists of two
kanji, å¹½ (yÅ«), meaning "faint" or "dim" and éœŠ (rei), meaning "soul" or "spirit".Alternative names include
äº¡éœŠ (BÅ•rei), meaning ruined or departed spirit, æ-»éœŠ (ShiryÅ•) meaning dead spirit, or the more
encompassing å¦–æ€ª or ã•ŠåŒ–ã•‘ ().
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